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Hydrogen-containing amorphous carbon nanocomposites containing dispersed foreign nanocrystalline
grains have been extensively studied in recent years.
These coating materials are characterized by large variability of their functional properties, including electrical characteristics, corrosion resistance, mechanical
properties (hardness, strength, elastic moduli, low friction coefficient), etc. The combination of properties of
the a-C:H base (matrix) and the whole coating are
determined to a considerable extent by the ratio of diamondlike sp3 bonds and graphitelike sp2 bonds. There
is evidence that hydrogen also plays a significant role in
this system, by stimulating the formation of diamondlike sp3 bonds [1, 2]. On the contrary, the loss of hydrogen (e.g., as a result of annealing) leads to the transformation of sp3 bonds into sp2 bonds [3, 4]. The bonds in
these diamondlike carbon (DLC) composites are most
frequently studied using Raman and IR spectroscopy,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [5], or more sophisticated techniques such as electron energy loss spectroscopy [6]. Despite the variety of available methods,
quantitative determination of the fractions of sp3 and
sp2 bonds is not a simple problem having an unambiguous solution. Another difficult task is determining the hydrogen in the coating material. The unique
possibility of straightforward nondestructive hydrogen determination is offered by methods of ion-beam
analysis (IBA), in particular, by elastic recoil detection (ERD) [7].
In the present investigation, various IBA techniques
have been used for a complex analysis of the elemental
composition of a DLC coating: Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and nuclear backscattering (NBS) were used
to study the distribution of titanium and carbon, while
ERD was used to determine the concentration of hydro-

gen. In addition to the complex use of IBA methods for
the investigation of composition, we take the next step
in DLC characterization by proposing a method for
determining the partial mass density of the hydrocarbon matrix in the nanocomposite, which cannot be
achieved by any other means. This method provides an
alternative approach to the analysis of the sp3/sp2 bond
ratio in the a-C:H matrix and the elucidation of its influence on the functional properties of DLC coatings. The
proposed method will be demonstrated by application
to a thin-film nanocomposite comprising a hydrogencontaining amorphous carbon (a-C:H) matrix with dispersed titanium carbide (TiC) nanoparticles: nc-TiC/aC:H.
The coating was deposited in a Hauzer NTC-1000
system using magnetron sputtering in a closed unbalanced magnetic field (CFUBMS) in an Ar/acetylene
atmosphere. The film composition was studied by RBS,
NBS, and ERD methods using 2.3-MeV He+ and
1.5-MeV H+ ion beams. Figure 1 shows the typical
RBS spectrum obtained with 2.3-MeV He+ ions for an
a-C:H(TiC) coating deposited onto a Cr/Si substrate.
The channel number characterizes the energy of backscattered ions. Due to a difference in the kinematic factors K for ions scattered from titanium and carbon, the
signals from these components in Fig. 1 are shifted in
energy. The presence of a shift relative to the position
determined by the kinematic factor for elements such as
Cr and Si (Fig. 1) is related to the depth of these layers
in the sample. The height Hi of the partial spectrum for
a given element i is determined by the cross section
dσi/dΩ and the concentration (or atomic density) Ni of
this element and can be approximately described by the
equation
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H i = QΩ ( dσ i ( θ )/dΩ )N i δE/ { [ dE/dx ) i ] cos θ in }, (1)
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Fig. 1. The typical experimental 2.3-MeV He+ RBS spectrum (noisy curve) and a simulated (RUMP [9]) spectrum
(smooth curve) of a Ti31C54H33/Cr/Si sample. Arrows
pointing downward indicate the localization of elemental
contributions; the beginning of arrows corresponds to the
energy of scattered ions for scattering atoms situated on the
surface.
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Fig. 2. The typical experimental 1.5-MeV H+ NBS spectrum (noisy curve) and a simulated (RUMP [9]) spectrum
(smooth curve) of a Ti12C57H31/Cr/Si sample.

where Q is the total number of ions in the probing beam
striking the target during accumulation of the spectrum;
Ω is the solid angle of the detector; θin is the incidence
angle (measured between the normal to the sample surface and the primary ion beam direction); δE is the
energy width of a channel; [(dE/dx)i] is the ion energy
losses for the forward and reverse motion,
[ ( dE/dx ) i ]

(2)
= Σ j N j [ (K i / cos θ in )ε j(〈 E in〉) + ( 1/ cos θ out )ε j(〈 E out〉) ];
εj is the stopping cross section in the jth medium; 〈Ein〉
and 〈Eout〉 are the average energies of the incoming and
outgoing particle on the forward and reverse trajectories, respectively; and θout is the escape angle (measured between the normal to the sample surface and the
direction to the detector). Equations (1) and (2) serve as
a basis for the elemental analysis of materials in terms
of the relative concentrations Ni/Nj or ci = Ni/N0, where
N0 = ΣiNi is the total atomic density of the analyzed
substance. The smooth curve in Fig. 1 shows the simulated RBS spectrum obtained using the RUMP program
[9], where the calculation is performed for the sample
film separated into layers sufficiently thin to satisfy the
thin layer approximation used in the formulation of
Eqs. (1) and (2).
Equations (1) and (2) are also applicable to the NBS
analysis. The main difference between RBS and NBS is
related to the corresponding cross sections. In NBS, the
cross section is proportional to Z2 and, hence, is small
for light elements such as carbon. For protons with an
energy above 1 MeV, the elastic cross section can be
much greater than the RBS cross section, which is

related to a contribution due to the nuclear cross section
of the elastic process. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the
contribution due to the scattering from carbon (channel
nos. 450–500) exceeds those of both silicon (the level
of the pedestal of the carbon peak) and titanium (frontal
region).
Both RBS and NBS methods are insensitive to
hydrogen since the cross section for elastic scattering
on a proton is very small. On the contrary, the method
employing recoil nuclei can be used only for the investigation of elements having lower masses as compared to the probing ions (He+), that is, for hydrogen.
Figure 3 shows the typical ERD spectrum obtained
using 2.3-MeV He+ ions (smooth curves show the
model spectra of CxHyTiz for the hydrogen concentrations y = 0.26, 0.28, and 0.30. As can be seen, the optimum approximation of the experimental spectrum is
provided by the model for y = 0.28, while the other two
approximations are unsatisfactory.
The energy width of the interval ∆Ei in the RBS
spectrum, which reflects the scattering on atoms of the
ith element, also depends on the layer thickness t. In the
approximation of a weak energy dependence of losses
and small thicknesses, Eq. (2) yields
∆E i = ( N 0 t )Σ j ( N j /N 0 ) [ ( K i / cos θ in )ε j ( 〈 E in〉 )
+ ( 1/ cos θ out )ε j ( 〈 E out〉 ) ].

(3)

This relation allows the layer thickness to be determined in units of the surface atomic density N0t. For
example, in the RBS spectrum of a CxHyTiz coating
(Fig. 1), one can readily determine the width of the
interval ∆ETi related to the scattering on Ti atoms and
the corresponding surface atomic density .
If the coating thickness is known (e.g., as tSEM from
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) data on the sam-
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dependences of the mass density ρD–H of the matrix on the
percentage content of hydrogen for hydrogen substituting
carbon in (1) DLHC and (2) GLHC bonds.

Fig. 3. The typical experimental 2.3-MeV He+ ERD spectrum (noisy curve) and simulated spectra (smooth curves)
for (1) Ti10C64H26 , (2) Ti10C62H28 , and (3) Ti10C60H30 .

ple cross section) and the surface atomic density is
measured by RBS as (N0t)RBS, the absolute volume
atomic density can be determined as
N0 = ( N0t )

RBS

/t SEM .

(4)

Investigations showed that, owing to a high cohesion
(∆H = –231.7 kJ/mol [10]), Ti and C atoms form quasimolecules with dimensions from 2 to 5 nm [8]. Then,
the system CxHyTiz with x > z and x + y + z = 1 can be
represented as a system of quasi-molecular clusters
(TiC)z and matrix molecules Cx – zHy. In this case, the
general formula of the system can be rewritten as
(CHy/(x – z))x – z(TiC)z. Evidently, this coating contains
zN0TiC quasi-molecules TiC with the molar weight
MTiC = 59.9 and (x – z)N0 quasi-molecules CHy/(x – z)
with the molar weight MCH = 12 + 1(1 – x – z)/(x – z).
The partial atomic densities are NC = xN0, NH = yN0, and
NTi = zN0. The atomic and mass density in TiC clusters
is the same as in crystalline TiC (ρTiC = 4.92 ≈
4.9 g/cm3), while the density of the C–H amorphous
matrix is a priori unknown. However, this value can be
estimated using RBS and electron-microscopic data as
ρ CH = m CH /V CH
= ( x – z )N 0 M CH m 0 / ( 1 – zN 0 M TiC m 0 /ρ TiC ),

(5)

where mCH = NCH(mol/cm3)MCH(u/mol)m0(g/u) = (x –
z)N0MCHm0(g) is the specific mass of the CH matrix in
the coating, VCH = 1 – VTiC = 1 – zN0MTiCm0/ρTiC is the
specific volume (cm3) occupied by the CH matrix (after
subtraction of the specific volume of TiC), and m0 ≈
1.66 × 10–24 g/u is the mass of 1 u.
Figure 4 shows the results of analysis of the density
of the CH matrix performed as described above, plotted
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versus percentage content of hydrogen. As can be seen,
the matrix density falls within 1.5–1.9 g/cm3 and
decreases with increasing percentage content of hydrogen in the coating. The values of density are significantly smaller compared to the density of a diamond
coating (3.5 g/cm3) even with allowance for the fact that
hydrogen partly substitutes for carbon. This substitution of hydrogen for carbon in sp3 bound diamondlike
hydrocarbon (DLHC) can be taken into account using
the following simplified formula:

ρ D–H

NH
MH
⎛ 1 + ------⎞
- ------------------------⎜
M ( N C – N Ti )⎟
= ρ D ⎜ --------------------------------------------⎟ ,
NH
⎜ 1 + ------------------------⎟
⎝
( N C – N Ti ) ⎠

(6)

where ρD and ρD–H are the densities of diamond and
DLHC, respectively. The dependence of ρD–H on the
hydrogen content is depicted in Fig. 4 (curve 1).
Alternatively, it is possible to estimate the density of
the CH matrix assuming that hydrogen substitutes for
carbon in sp2 bound graphitelike hydrocarbon (GLHC).
The density of graphite exhibits a significant spread
(from 1.6 to 2.25 g/cm3), which is related to the strong
dependence of graphite structure on the technology of
synthesis [11]. Figure 4 (curve 2) shows the GLHC
density ρG–H as a function of the substitution in (6), calculated assuming the most dense graphite packing
(ρG = 2.25 g/cm3).
Comparing the DLHC and GLHC dependences to
the experimental density, it is possible to evaluate the
ratio of diamondlike (fsp3) and graphitelike (fsp2) frac-
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